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Dear Friends,

At Grace’s Annual Meeting in January, Scott shared a
vision for making our chancel and altar accessible to
worshipers of all physical abilities.
Grace counts
among it’s community many who are aging or differently abled, thus experiencing difficulty navigating the
chancel steps to serve or receive Eucharist. This is important to many, some who express sorrow that they
can no longer climb the steps and approach the altar.
Others, who are able to access the current chancel, desire to do so, and they often express disappointment
when worshipers are not invited to receive at the rail.
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During the past several months, we have experimented
with various possibilities for the entire gathered community to share Holy Communion in the same manner
and at the same place. Behind these efforts is the conviction that Holy Communion is the center of our weekly
worship together and should be shared together by all,
equally, to every extent possible. (Currently, the bread
and wine are distributed in stations at the foot of the
(Continued on page 2)
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and it will be adaptable as a large stage area for evening concerts, school programs,
and other presentations. This will allow us to
facilitate, in the sacred space of our nave,
more flexible uses beyond the few hours on
Sundays and holy days when we gather
there to worship.
The work of renovating our chancel will take
place during the second half of August, with
a projected completion date of August 29 —
just in time to kick off our new program year
in September. During construction, we will
worship in the Parish Hall (August 18 & 25),
and Adult Education classes will we relocated to the Flex Room.
We hope that you will share our excitement
for this project, and for the ways it will enhance our worship and fellowship. If you
have further questions, please reach out to
any one of the members of the Bishop’s
Committee, especially your Wardens, or Rev.
Scott.
Together in Christ,

(“Chancel,” continued from page 1)

chancel steps, making it possible for all
may approach and receive together.)
Gratefully, some members of the Grace
community have been inspired by this
commitment and have stepped forward
with a generous donation to renovate our
chancel and altar area for full accessibility. Your Bishop’s Committee has been
considering a plan for this renovation
over the past several months, has hired an
architect to make drawings for the project,
and has made the decision to move forward with this work.
This new configuration will create greater
accessibility for receiving Communion and
for those who wish to serve in liturgical
ministries. Acolytes, Eucharistic Ministers,
Lectors and Prayer Leaders will need only
take one step in order to participate fully
in our liturgy. A ramp will also be put in
place to make the chancel area wheelchair-accessible.

Philip Montgomery, Bishop’s Warden

While accessibility and shared participation in Eucharist is our primary goal in this
project, this reconfigured chancel space
will also be flexible enough to create
greater accommodation for our growing
music team;

Colin Dunham, Junior Warden
The Rev. Scott Painter, Vicar
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Pick up your copy
of the August/
September/
October Edition
of “Forward Day
by Day” in the
Church Narthex

Grace pollinator
garden, home to a
variety of colorful
native plants.

WHAT WE VALUE
What are you for?
I remember many years ago, in the
aftermath of a personally devastating
experience, I came to a poignant
realization about myself. The epiphany
didn’t come easily; in fact, I had to wallow
in a great deal of anger, regret, and
resentment first. Someone had inflicted
great pain on me; I had chosen to operate
in the wrong system; I had been wronged.
And my focus was on that wrong.

At a pivotal time in that process, I became
aware of something very problematic in my
life up to that point: the awareness that for
many years I had been charting my life’s
course according to what I was against,
what I was not, what I didn’t want. The
problem: I didn’t know what I was actually
FOR.

St. John the Divine Episcopal Church

Saturday, August 24, 2019
8:30 AM—5:00 PM

This revelation allowed me, over time, to
rebuild a huge part of my life on very
different terms. I began articulating what
was most important to me, what brought
the most joy, what kind of work was truly
fulfilling.

The one-day workshop introduces
participants to a comprehensive
approach for understanding the
dynamics that cause and maintain
poverty from the individual to the
systemic levels. Bridges Out of Poverty
uses the lens of economic class and
provides concrete tools and strategies
for a community to prevent, reduce,
and alleviate poverty; it is designed to
provide a broad overview of concepts.

The fact that I was able to make this
profound shift in my life – from “against” to
“for” – is in large part the reason that I
found my way into the vocation of a priest
and, eventually, into the call to be Vicar of
Grace.
(Continued on page 5)
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accessible to everybody regardless of
physical ability; it makes space for
During the past several months, the creativity, allowing a large area for musical
Bishop’s Committee and I have been performance and community programs to
discerning what we are “FOR” at Grace. We take place.
have reviewed and considered the results Much more will be said about the chancel
from the Holy Cow! Survey; we have project in the days to come, but for now, it
reflected on worship, outreach and stands as a wonderful example of how our
fellowship programs at Grace; and we have “Core Values” can help us to decide what
engaged many thoughtful conversations investments and projects should be
with lots of folks in the congregation. Out priorities for our community.*
of this work, we have drafted a list of “Core
Values” for Grace that we believe reflects I encourage you to review the list and
the reality of who we are and who we are descriptions of our 5 Core Values included
with this article. Pray about them. Ask
becoming as a community.
questions about them.
Talk to your
Core Values are the things we value most of Bishop’s Committee members about them.
all – the convictions, commitments, and We will continue, over the course of our life
investments we are FOR.
Knowing and together as Grace, to refine, reinterpret,
talking about our Core Values will help us and even, from time to time, re-state them
make decisions that are based on shared in new and inspired ways.
priorities and commitments. It helps to put
the factors of individual personalities and What a joy to be moving forward, with
personal passions at the service of the shared values, in common life and mission
together.
whole congregation.
(“Vicar’s Notes,” continued from page 3)

You’ll notice this month that we are
announcing a significant renovation to the
chancel in the church nave, to be
completed during the second half of
August. The decision to do this work was
based on our values – the redesign brings a
simple Altar Table closer to the center of
the worshiping congregation to remind us
that the Communion is at the heart of who
we are; it is a compassionate project,
making the chancel and altar rail

In peace,

*Thanks to the generous and anonymous
donation of parishioners, the construction
of the new chancel has been paid for
outside of the annual budget. An invitation
will soon be extended for others to give
toward the purchase of new simple altar
furnishings.

Your Bishop’s Committee
2019
The Rev. Scott Painter (ex officio);
Melissa Duran, Colin Dunham
(Junior Warden), Lisa Bullock,
Philip Montgomery (Bishop’s
Warden), Jim Pauloski
(Treasurer), Norma Burlingame,
Robert Burlingame (Clerk),
Vyonne Carter-Johnson
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traditions and Latin American ones. We
have also sung different Anglican chants
composed by gospel composers. In Voices
Found, we have sung music by women
composers, including some expansive
language versions of traditional hymns
from the Bible. In Lift Every Voice and Sing,
we have sung many songs from the African
American tradition, including spirituals
and Gospel songs, while also singing
hymns from the Southern Baptist tradition
and even American folk traditions. In El
Himnario, we have sung a number of songs
originally composed in Spanish, although
often in English translation. In My Heart
Sings Out, we have sung a few call and response songs.

MUSIC NOTES

ARE WE DOING
ENOUGH?
By Ellis Montes
A few weeks ago, as I was preparing some
music for an upcoming service at Grace, I
took out my binder, where I keep my personal copies of all the music we do, and noticed
that it was full! A three inch binder, full of
paper, with music we have been doing for
just one year. Hymns, chants, praise choruses, spirituals, classical anthems, corridos,
and everything in between, all in just one
year. I was impressed. You, the community of
Grace, have introduced me to so much new
music, and I have made sure to return the
favor, a transaction that has helped us grow
as a community. In this binder, there are
songs in English, Spanish, Mandarin,
German, Tagalog, Zulu, and even some
others. As an Episcopal church, this survey
of music is quite an accomplishment. We
can say that we have made use of most of
the resources available (if not all) for music,
and then some!

In addition to these resources provided by
the Episcopal Church, we have sung music
that was compiled and provided by
previous musicians here at Grace, music
available through Christian Copyright
Licensing International, and a few other
resources.
Now, this is a lot, but is it enough? As an
Episcopalian, I like to say that Grace is
doing a lot in terms of music and liturgy,
tons more than many (dare I say, most)
Episcopal churches around the world.
However, I don't want us to stop there. We
are a community built on welcoming relationships among class, gender, race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, age, and so much
else, and we must continue this
mission
to serve all.

Here are the resources I've used in compiling music for Grace:
In the Hymnal 1982, we have sung music from
our Anglican Episcopal tradition, while also
finding some of the more multicultural
pieces in it, including a Chinese Hymn, a few
African American spirituals, and some
contemporary contributions. In Wonder,
Love, and Praise, we have sung songs from
different cultures, particularly from African

Don't worry, we will always have our
beloved classics available to us, but I hope
to see our community continue to embrace
the differences that are within our own
walls and to celebrate everyone.

Daughters of the King
The Saint Clare Chapter of the Daughters of the King invites all
women of Grace to join us on our spiritual journey.
As Daughters, we are charged with daily prayer, service, evangelism
and the strengthening of the spiritual life of the parish. We meet the
first Saturday of each month at 10:00am in the Flex Room.
We would love to have you!
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THANK YOU,

PRAYER AND POTLUCK
Not Meeting in August

GRACE COMMUNITY!

READING WITH GRACE BOOK GROUP

Hello, Grace!
I want to use this space
to say thank you for
sharing this summer
with me. From Sunday
morning
worship,
to
Wednesday
children's
chapel, to miscellaneous projects, to various
ministry events and meetings (and everything
in between), I have felt right at home at
Grace. Over the past two months, you all
have adopted me into this space with such
loving, open arms. However, my experience of
feeling comfortable in this space is not
unique. You all understand the importance
of inclusion and compassion, celebrate diversity, and seek ways to build God’s Kingdom
on Earth with such life and positive energy. It
has been a pleasure getting to know everyone whether through sharing a meal or a
simple conversation on Sunday. Through
these relationships, I have been able to see
how each one of you blesses Grace through
your presence and gifts. And, just as you all
bless Grace with who you are, you have also
blessed me. This church has challenged me
to think on the nature of community,
inspired questions of how the Divine is working
in the world, and sparking deep reflection in
the journey to discover my vocation. Thank
you all for sharing so much of your time and
energy with me. It’s hard to say goodbye to
Grace, but it’s comforting to know I always
have a home in Houston.

Thursday the 15th of August at 2 pm
at the home of Carla Hawke
5118 Indigo St, Houston 77096.
We will be discussing the book,
Where the Crawdads Sing, by Delia Owens.

Liam Barr
libarr@davidson.edu
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VOLUNTEERS FOR GRACE2GO
New Testament scholar Amy-Jill Levine
says that “The kingdom of heaven is found
in what today we might call ‘our own
backyard,’ in the generosity of nature and
in the daily working of men and women. . .
. The kingdom is present when humanity
and
nature work together, and we do
what we were put here to do—to go out on
a limb to provide for others, and ourselves
as well.”
There are many opportunities to do that
at Grace Episcopal, and Grace2Go is one of
them. Every Tuesday and Thursday
morning, while school is in session,
volunteers at Grace2Go offer coffee, hot
cocoa, orange juice, fruit bars, bananas,
and prayer to middle-school students
waiting for the bus—and anyone stopping
by in a car, bus, or on foot. We are open
from 6:30am to 8:00am on those two
mornings each week.
At present we have four volunteers for
Tuesdays and four for Thursdays when we
resume serving again on Tuesday, August
27. But it would help to have at least five
volunteers each day. With five volunteers,
we’re not so caught up in just serving
something to drink, and we have more
freedom to engage in conversation and
prayer.
Committing to one morning a week
would be ideal, but we can be flexible in
what sort of commitment you might like to

make as a volunteer.
Please talk to Daniel Coleman or Eddie Nnadi
if you would like to help. Your help is needed
if we are to continue to serve well in this
ministry.
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JOIN THE MUSIC TEAM! By Ellis Montes
Adult Forum/Sunday
School on Jesus’ Parables
Our study of Jesus’ parables
continues
through
this
summer. We’ve now completed the four
parables Jesus tells in The Gospel of
Mark: the sower, the seed growing secretly,
the mustard seed (Mark 4), and the wicked
tenants (Mark 12); and we’re moving on
to The Gospel of Matthew where many
more are recorded.

Dear People of Grace,

Jesus begins to teach in parables after the
scribes and Pharisees have arrived: in
Mark and Luke, this is chapter 4, and in
Matthew it is chapter 12 (five chapters after
the Sermon on the Mount). Parables can
be a way of teaching to a mixed crowd of
In the next two months, we will be transitioning both sympathetic and hostile listeners—a
into our more spacious chancel design, which way of teaching so that some can hear and
will help to make a growing music team easier understand, and some cannot.
to manage. Indeed, over the past year, we have Most
of Jesus’ parables have no
done much reconfiguration among the re- interpretation given. The one exception in
sources already available to the music team to all three synoptic gospels is the parable of
accommodate our growth.
the sower, often called the master parable
We are in need of more singers in the choir. Alt- or the key parable. It always receives an
hough our current number of singers has been allegorical interpretation, and is either the
able to learn and sing so many different styles only parable interpreted in that gospel or
of music, we can definitely use more voices. one of a small number. A few parables are
One of the foundations of our Episcopal tradi- transparent
enough
to
need
no
tion is congregational singing, and it works interpretation, but most are not—even the
better and better, the more leaders we can parable of the sower is never fully
have to encourage the singing. Also, with more interpreted.
singers, we can venture into more styles of music that require support of many different voic- Jesus parables are subversive, and many
es, including older Anglican anthems, gospel are political, like Jotham’s parable of the
brier and Nathan’s parable of the ewe
choruses, and traditional shape note songs.
lamb. Most of the time Jesus’ parables are
In addition to singers, we can always have
about the kingdom/empire of God, in
more instrumentalists. Our team of instrumental musicians have been working together to implied contrast to all other kingdoms/
make a wide range of music possible for us to empires, including that of Caesar, and
have. I hope that we can continue to grow as a including our own.
team as our community as a whole grows.
Join us next Sunday at 9:00am in the Parish
Thank you all for your continued support, and I Hall if you would like to hear more.
hope we can continue to make more music with
one another as a pleasing offering before our
God.
I am constantly thrilled to make music with the
music team on a weekly basis, and it greatly excites me that we have gained a few more members over the past year. As our church's numbers continue to increase, I sincerely ask:
please join the music team!
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ADULT FORMATION & CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
Sundays @ 9:00 AM

Adult Forum: Bible Study—Parables

Sundays @ 9:00 am

Contemplative Prayer with Gospel
Reading — Lectio Divina (Library)

CHILDREN’S CHAPEL
Sundays @ 10 am

Children’s Chapel is available each
Sunday. The children exit the church
following the cross before the first
Lesson and return at the Peace.

ARE YOU WILLING TO SERVE IN WORSHIP?
Our growing community is in need of additional Acolytes, Altar
Guild members, Eucharistic Ministers (Chalice Bearers), and
Ushers. Commitment is one Sunday per month. Contact Scott
at Vicar@graceinhouston.org to learn more!

Join us on Social Media:
Facebook /GraceinHouston
Twitter @GEpiscopal
Instagram @grace_in_houston

And on the Web at

graceinhouston.org

Thanks to those who gathered on June 15 to clear
brush and weeds away from the St. Patrick’s Cross
on the Hill. Future restorations to the cross are
being explored for the near future.
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